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WHAT SHIFT IS.

 SHIFT is an online magazine which translates 
international information to Japan and Japanese 
information to overseas, mainly cultures on the web.  
We take up various cultures widely not only the web 
culture but also art, fashion and music.

We have featured various artists such as David 
Sylvian, Towa Tei, Ken Ishii, Underworld, Satoshi 
Tomiie, Shinichiro Arakawa, Mihara Yasuhiro, Tomato, 
The Designers Republic, Hiro Sugiyama, Groovisions, 
to name a few.

Also, we started SHIFT FACTORY as a label to 
release/distribute artworks (cd-rom, DVD, poster, 
book, etc) of various artists in a broad range.  It 
functions as a select shop.  

We also coordinate and contribute to other media 
(magazine 'Web Designing' (Mainichi 
Communications), 'Design Plex' (BNN) and mixed 
media package 'GASBOOK' (Design Exchange), 
contents provider 'So-net'.  As a cross point between 
Japan and overseas, SHIFT gains supports from 
artists and creative people, especially from overseas 
readers who need information on Japanese cultures.

Shift Magazine is released monthly.  
We update the Japanese edition on the 1st  
and English edition on the 10th each month.

There are 600,000 page views per month.  
The ratio of Japanese and overseas readers 
is 2 to 3. (as of July 1st. 2001)

Shift Magazine
http://www.shift.jp.org
English index page
http://www.shift.jp.org/index2.html
Japanese index page
http://www.shift.jp.org/index3.html



1.COVER INTERVIEW

2.COOLSITE REVIEWS

3.NAMA TOKYO

Virtual gallery showcases artists' 
artworks and interviews on the 
web curated by Shift.

This section features a number of 
the world's cool sites selected by 
Shift staffs. There are 4 sections - 
art, fashion, music and world.

This section presents QuickTime 
movies of interviews with artists, 
and reports on creative events 
mainly in Tokyo, Japan.

4.INFO WORLD

5.TOKYO CUTIES

6.SHIFT FACTORY

This section directly presents 
various news on what is 
happening around borderground 
of the world by correspondents for 
Shift.  Features articles from 15 
cities - San Francisco, New York, 
Los Angels, London, Paris, 
Madrid, Stockholms, Amsterdam, 
Hamburg, Budapest, Moscow, 
Sydney, Singapore, Milan and 
Tokyo.

This section features street 
fashions and movements in the 
ever-changing Tokyo with 
snapshots.

This section sells original fonts, T-
shirts and artists' works online.
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Online magazine "Shift" started publishing in November, 
1996.
The aggregate page views comes to 40,000,000 (as of 
September 1st. 2000).
This number is on the increase.  

Shift targets creators and students who want to be a 
creator regardless of sex, and people who are involved 
in new media industry from teenagers to 40's.  Shift is 
regarded as a new media resource especially for the 
young eager to get the cutting-edge information.
It's suitable for the announcement of new media event, 
web sites, job offers and publicity of merchandise.

There are 600,000 page views per month. The ratio of 
Japanese and overseas readers is 2 to 3. (as of July  
1st. 2001)
The above numerical value does not guarantee the page 
views from the advertisements, but using Shift as an 
advertising medium, it becomes possible to do a 
promotion and marketing for creative readers.

Shift is published in two languages - English and 
Japanese.  It enables to do a direct promotion for 
international internet users.

1) Shift sends information to international internet users 
as a bilingual medium and has a stable accesses and 
reactions from all over the world.

2) With a closer connection with Gasbook, a CD-Rom 
medium which sends the cutting-edge cultures, Shift also 
sends the cutting-edge cultures and gain the reputation 
from creators and young people.

3) Shift has been featured in art/creator/fashion/internet 
magazines such as Design Plex, ID, Creative Review and 
Res Magazine.  Shift has also been linked and introduced 
on other online magazines and web sites.

4) Shift owns a virtual shop called 'Shift Factory' and sells 
all sorts of original goods such as fonts and T-shirts for 
many users.

As mentioned above, Shift sends information stably and 
gains many users increasingly, though it is said that the 
internet is not steadied as advertising media.  Also, Shift 
is trying to develop closer exchange between users with 
mailing service and presents.  This enables to do more 
prominent promotion than other advertising media and to 
get a certain feedback.

ADVERTISMENT.



AD SHEET.

Banner Advertising Space 

Your banner advertisement will be put up on almost all 
pages of Shift, mainly the latest issue.

Format

468 X 80 pixels / Jpg or Animated Gif
We basically request each company to create their own 
ad banners, but if we create a banner for each company, 
we will consider the price separately after the 
arrangements.

Price

lt can be set as the 1impression=3yen.
The rate would be set by guarantee of impression.
lt enables to decide the rate as your budget.

We can accept a one-year contract.  
Price (The price for a one-year contract will be 
discounted as much as 20%)
For a one-year contract, we will provide one ad page as 
one of the contents of Shift.
It links to each ad page from each issue of Shift every 
month and features a still image, moving image 
(QuickTime movie) or text that each company provides.  
We can put up advertisements as articles and link to 
those advertisements from each issue's contents.  
This is the strong point of Shift.  With a continuous 
feature throughout a year or changing variations, or 
updating information, more better results can be 
expected.
We also try to make banner in a new way. lt is avalable 
for project such as 'Mind the Banner' connected with the 
linked site as contets. This spaceis flexble for various 
image strategy such as branding, entertainment, and e-
commerse.



AD OPTION.

Advertising on Email News Letter

We can put up advertisements on our email news letter which is sent to 
our readers in updating each issue of Shift Magazine.
There are 10,000 readers of the email news letter.  The ratio of 
Japanese and overseas readers is 2 to 3. (as of July 1st. 2001)
in addition to the text ad (within 40 English words, 3 lines at the 
maximum), the url of each company's web site will be put on the 
beneath of the text.
Price : 20,000 yen / a month

Contents promotion

Cool Site Reviews (This section features a number of the world's cool 
sites selected by Shift staffs. There are 4 sections - art, fashion, music 
and world.)
*This is suitable for a promotion of web site and homepage.

Nama Tokyo (This section presents QuickTime movies of interviews 
with artists, and reports on creative events mainly in Tokyo, Japan.)
*This enables to do a promotion with QuickTime movies.

Info-World (This section directly presents various news on what is 
happening around borderground of the world by correspondents for 
Shift.)
*This enables to cover and report the events and festivals held in each 
15 cities in the world (San Francisco, New York, London, Paris, Milan, 
Madrid, Stockholm, Amsterdam, Hamburg, Budapest, Sydney, 
Singapore, Moscow, Moscow and Tokyo).

Shift Factory (This section sells original fonts, T-shirts and artists' 
works online.)
*This is suitable for a promotion of web site and homepage that deal in 
products related to designers.

Prices and specifications regarding these advertising forms will be fixed 
after the arrangements.
It is also possible to place advertisements on Shift Japanese edition for 
Japanese market.
Price is the same as advertising on English edition, but we will discount 
the price when we place each company's advertisement on both 
Japanese and English editions.

If the advertising pages need to use any special techniques such as 
Flash or RealAudio, prices will be fixed after the arrangements.

We can accept spot transactions with each company's products such as 
digital camera and video camera.  Please feel free to ask us.



PROMOTION

Other Advertising Promotions

We have had announcements and reports of all sorts of events and festivals as 
advertisements.
 
Announcement and report on annual digital film festival 'Onedotzero' in London.
http://www.shift.jp.org/041/onedotzero/
http://www.shift.jp.org/043/onedotzero4/

Announcement and report on a design event 'Project 40' in Sweden.
http://www.shift.jp.org/042/project40/
http://www.shift.jp.org/043/project40/

Report on annual art festival 'Ars Electronica' in Linz, Austria.
http://www.shift.jp.org/036/ars99/

Announcement and report on international annual digital film festival 'Resfest'.
http://www.shift.jp.org/036/resfest99/
http://www.shift.jp.org/037/resfesttokyo/

Announcement and entry information on annual digital works contest in Sapporo, 
Japan.  
http://www.shift.jp.org/mediahunting99/

Screen saver competition 'Style Ones Com'.

In addition to the above, we have continuous contents such as a promotion page for 
'GASBOOK' series.
http://www.shift.jp.org/gas/
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PABLISHED BY SHIFT PRODUCTION
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TOKYO BRANCH
2-24-10 Uehara, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo.
Tel/Fax: 81-3-5454-9778
Email: andy@editor.jp.org

SAPPORO HEAD OFFICE
3F Sansei Bld. S1W13, Chuo-ku, Sapporo.
Tel: 81-11-280-2270 Fax: 81-11-219-0013
Email: ad@shift.jp.org
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